In Charles Hastings Building all room numbers are prefixed with: CH.

All rooms then have a prefix identifying the floor followed by a 3-digit number, e.g. CH007.

On the lower ground floor rooms start with LG, e.g. LG007.

On the ground floor rooms start with G, e.g. G007.

On the first floor rooms start with 1, e.g. 1007.

On the second floor rooms start with 2, e.g. 2007.
In Charles Hastings Building all room numbers are prefixed with: **CH**.

All rooms then have a prefix identifying the floor followed by a 3-digit number, e.g. **G007**.

On the lower ground floor rooms start with **LG**, e.g. **LG007**.

On the ground floor rooms start with **G**, e.g. **G007**.

On the first floor rooms start with **1**, e.g. **1007**.

On the second floor rooms start with **2**, e.g. **2007**.

---

**Ground floor**

- **Museum**
- **CH G002**
- **CH G003**
- **CH G004**
- **CH G005**
- **CH G006**
- **CH G007**
- **CH G008**
- **CH G009**
- **CH G010**
- **CH G011**
- **CH G012**
- **CH G013**
- **CH G014**
- **CH G015**
- **CH G016**
- **CH G017**

---

**Main Entrance**

- **Main Reception**
- **Entrance to City Campus**
- **Castle Street (A449)**
- **Infirmary Walk**
- **To Mulberry House and City Halls (Chancellor and Bishop Bosel)**

---

- **Café**
- **Kitchen**
- **Terrace**
- **Disabled Access**
- **Disabled parking** (8 spaces)
- **Café**
- **Ground floor**
- **City Campus**
- **Charles Hastings Building**

---

**Contact:**

- **+44 (0)1905 855000**
- **www.worcester.ac.uk**

---
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In Charles Hastings Building all room numbers are prefixed with: CH
All rooms then have a prefix identifying the floor followed by a 3-digit number, e.g. 007.
On the lower ground floor rooms start with LG, e.g. LG007.
On the ground floor rooms start with G, e.g. G007.
On the first floor rooms start with 1, e.g. 1007.
On the second floor rooms start with 2, e.g. 2007.
In Charles Hastings Building all room numbers are prefixed with `CH`.

All rooms then have a prefix identifying the floor followed by a 3-digit number, e.g. **007**.

- On the lower ground floor rooms start with **LG**, e.g. **LG007**.
- On the ground floor rooms start with **G**, e.g. **G007**.
- On the first floor rooms start with **1**, e.g. **1007**.
- On the second floor rooms start with **2**, e.g. **2007**.